Fetal heart rate and uterine contractility during maternal exercise at term
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OBJECTIVE: Our aim was to assess the physiologic response of human fetal heart rate and uterine contractility to moderately strenuous maternal exercise.

STUDY DESIGN: We measured fetal heart rate and intrauterine pressure with the use of internal monitoring before, during, and after maternal exercise at a heart rate of 140 beats/min on a cycle ergometer in 30 term women admitted for elective induction of labor. The fetal heart rate tracings were assessed by three observers and were classified according to Fischer et al. and Nijhuis et al., and the frequency and intensity of uterine contractions were determined.

RESULTS: Fetal outcome was good in all cases. There were no significant differences in Fischer scores between rest, exercise, and recovery periods. The fetuses displayed a heart rate pattern A and B, indicative of behavioral states 1F or 2F, 85% of the time, with state changes apparently independent of exercise. Uterine activity increased significantly during the exercise period, with a 5.5-fold increase in contraction frequency and a fourfold increase in time-pressure integral compared with rest, with rapid recovery after the exercise.

CONCLUSION: Exercise in healthy pregnant women at term does not cause a change in fetal heart rate pattern suggestive of fetal distress or a change in fetal behavioral pattern, but it does significantly increase uterine activity. (Am J Obstet Gynecol 1996;174:43-8.)
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The fetal heart rate (FHR) response to maternal exercise has been studied repeatedly since Hon and Wohlgemuth' proposed in 1961 that it could serve as a clinical test for uteroplacental insufficiency. Nonetheless, the question as to what is the normal FHR response to maternal exercise has remained unanswered. This may be attributed to several factors. First, it is difficult to measure FHR accurately during maternal exercise and, second, the physiologic burden imposed by the exercise and the physiologic alterations in fetal behavioral states must be taken into account.

Because of motion artifacts induced by maternal exercise, most authors have reported on FHRs measured not during but before and after exercise. Conclusions from this data cannot be extrapolated to the exercise period itself, because in sheep most fetal variables are known to return to baseline levels within a few minutes of recovery from even exhausting exercise. FHR during maternal exercise has usually been studied by means of an external transducer, a method that is sensitive to motion artifacts. Indeed, in one study artifact was demonstrated; FHR was identical to the pedaling frequency on the cycle ergometer or the stepping rate at the treadmill. Such artifacts might explain the periods of severe fetal bradycardia observed during maternal exercise in several studies. However, the occurrence of bradycardia was also reported in 16 of 32 fetuses during or after maternal exercise when B-mode echocardiography was used to study the FHR. Although this method does not carry the same risk of artifact, the data show that many of the periods of fetal bradycardia were of very short duration and may be described as spikes or variable decelerations rather than as bradycardia. Recently the use of direct fetal monitoring was reported; fetal bradycardia was not observed during 4.5 minutes of maternal exercise at approximately 60% of maximal aerobic capacity. In instrumented sheep fetal bradycardia has been occasionally reported in relation to maternal exercise and severe hypoxemia, but in other studies the FHR was reported unchanged, or slightly increased, without evidence of bradycardia or decelerations, and severe hypoxemia was absent even during exhaustive maternal exercise.

Some women report increased uterine contractility during physical exercise. Uterine contractility has been studied with the use of external tocodynamometry before and after maternal exercise. However, tocodynamom-
In an effort to determine the physiologic response of the FHR and uterine contractility to maternal exercise, we studied a group of healthy women admitted for elective induction of labor in whom the FHR was recorded from a scalp electrode and intrauterine pressure through an intraamniotic fluid-filled catheter after artificial rupture of the membranes before, during, and after moderately strenuous exercise on the cycle ergometer.

**Material and methods**

Between October 1991 and January 1993 we studied 30 healthy pregnant women at a gestational ages between 38 and 42 weeks. All women carried uncomplicated singleton pregnancies with the fetus in the vertex position and the occiput engaged in the pelvis. All women opted for elective induction of labor, which is an accepted procedure in the department, and had a cervix favorable for induction. The women gave informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the hospital and university ethics committee.

The women were admitted at about 8 AM to the air-conditioned labor suite, which is kept at 23° C and 60% humidity. The maternal heart rate was continuously recorded and stored as 60-second average values (Polar sport tester, Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland). After artificial rupture of the membranes, a fluid-filled pressure catheter was introduced into the amniotic cavity and an electrode was attached to the fetal scalp; both were connected to an FHR monitor (HP 8040 A, Hewlett-Packard, Boeblingen, Germany). After the pressure transducer was calibrated a 20-minute baseline cardiotocogram was recorded at a paper speed of 3 cm · min⁻¹, with the woman in the semirecumbent position. Immediately thereafter the woman was seated on the cycle ergometer (Ergoline 900, Mijnhardt, Bunnik, The Netherlands) placed at her bedside and 5 minutes later she started to pedal at a rate of 60 to 80 revolutions/min and an initial workload of 50 W. The workload was subsequently increased by 10 W every 30 seconds until a maternal heart rate of approximately 140 beats · min⁻¹ was reached, after which the
woman continued to exercise for a total of 20 minutes. Immediately after the exercise period the woman returned to the semirecumbent position for recovery. After 20 minutes of recovery she was returned to the care of the attending obstetrician and labor was induced with the use of incremental intravenous doses of oxytocin.

We divided each 60-minute cardiotocogram into three 20-minute periods (baseline, exercise, and recovery) and separated the FHR tracings from the uterine pressure recordings to avoid recognition of the exercise period by the observers. After random numbers were assigned to the 20-minute FHR tracings, the fetal cardiograms were assessed by three independent experienced observers. They classified the cardiograms according to Fischer et al.,15 as a measure of fetal well-being; and Nijhuis et al.,16 as a measure of the fetal behavioral state. The tocogram was later reunited with the cardiogram to allow subtyping of decelerations. The Fischer score takes into account the baseline heart rate, variability (band width and zero crossings), accelerations, and decelerations. In this score each variable is assigned a well-defined subscore of 0 (poor), 1 (intermediate), or 2 (good) for each of the five variables, so that the total score ranges from 0 to 10. Fetal condition is considered critical if the score is <5, questionable if the score is between 5 and 7, and optimal if the score is ≥8. The three observers also classified the cardiotocogram into FHR patterns A, B, C, and D according to Nijhuis et al., which reflect fetal behavioral states 1F to 4F. FHR pattern A has a small band width and isolated accelerations; it is associated with behavioral state 1F, characterized by incidental body movements in the absence of eye movements. FHR pattern B has a wider band width and frequent accelerations; it is associated with behavioral state 2F, characterized by periodic movements in the presence of eye movements. FHR pattern C also has a wider band width but no accelerations; it is associated with behavioral state 3F, characterized by absence of body movements in the presence of eye movements. FHR pattern D has large and long-lasting accelerations; it is associated with behavioral state 4F, characterized by continuous body and eye movements. We present the median values of Fischer scores and subscores and Nijhuis patterns assigned by the three observers. One observer assessed all 20-minute tocograms with the use of an xy-data tablet (Summagraphics, Fairfield, Conn.) and measured the frequency, basal pressure, peak pressure, and time pressure integral of contractions for each period and calculated peak minus basal pressures.

We used the median value and range for each variable under consideration for descriptive statistics. We used SPSS/PC + V 5.02 (Spss, Chicago) to perform the Friedman and Wilcoxon rank-sign tests to analyze differences between paired variables and Fisher’s exact test for differences in behavioral states between periods. A p value <0.05 was taken as the level of significance.

Results

Of the 30 women enrolled in the study, six were nulliparous and 24 multiparous; maternal age was 31 (23 to 37) years. Twenty-six women completed the exercise test. Two volunteers withdrew because they found the test too demanding, one woman had strong uterine contractions and decided to stop after 14 minutes of exercise, and in one participant the scalp electrode became detached. We report on the cardiotocograms of the 26 volunteers who completed the test.

Obstetric complications did not occur within 3 hours after the exercise test, and all 30 women were delivered vaginally of healthy infants, 16 boys and 14 girls, with a median 1-minute Apgar-score of 9 (range 4 to 10), a median 5-minute Apgar score of 10 (range 7 to 10), and a median birth weight of 3620 gm (2690 to 4800 gm). Twenty-seven women had a spontaneous delivery and three were assisted by vacuum extraction (n = 2) or by forceps (n = 1) because of failure to progress. The maternal heart rate was 92 (79 to 116) beats·min⁻¹ at rest and increased to a peak value of 140 (130 to 152) beats·min⁻¹ during exercise.
A typical example of a cardiotocogram before, during, and after maternal exercise is shown in Fig. 1. Maternal exercise did not significantly affect the basal FHR, which was 140 (130 to 160) beats • min⁻¹ at rest, 145 (130 to 170) beats • min⁻¹ during exercise, and 145 (130 to 170) beats • min⁻¹ during recovery. As shown in Table I, the Fischer score at rest was optimal (>8) in 23 and questionable (5 to 7) in 3 fetuses. There were no significant differences in Fischer scores between periods. One fetus had a “critically” low Fischer score of 4 during exercise; at rest and during recovery the Fischer scores were 7 and 6, respectively, and 3 hours after the exercise a healthy 3740 gm girl was born with Apgar scores of 9 and 10 after 1 and 5 minutes, respectively. As shown in Table II, significantly more fetuses had no heart rate accelerations during exercise than at rest or during recovery; no significant differences between periods were observed for the other criteria on which the Fischer score is based.

When we assessed FHR patterns according to Nijhuis et al.,¹ of the recording heart rate pattern A was present in 7, B in 13, C in 2, and D in 4 fetuses. Fig. 2 shows that the heart rate pattern changed 10 times while the mother was still at rest, 15 times during exercise, and 11 times during recovery. A dominant pattern A, B, C, and D was present at rest in 7, 13, 3, and 3 cases; during exercise in 9, 14, 2, and 1 cases; and during recovery in 9, 14, 2, and 1 cases, respectively. The changes in FHR patterns occurred in apparently random order, without clustering of (state) changes at the transitions from rest to exercise or from exercise to recovery and without significant differences between periods.

The effect of exercise on uterine contractility is shown in Table III. We report on 25 pressure recordings because in one case the pressure transducer failed. Exercise was associated with a significant increase in the frequency of contractions, from 2 (0 to 7) contractions per 20-minute period at rest to 11 (6 to 18) contractions per 20-minute period during exercise. During recovery the frequency of 3 (0 to 10) contractions per 20-minute period was not different from that at rest. We did not change the position of the pressure transducer when the volunteer moved from bed to ergometer and vice versa. The estimated position of the catheter tip was approximately 25 cm higher with the woman on the ergometer than on the bed, which explains why both basal and peak pressures were increased significantly by 18 mm Hg during exercise compared with the control period at rest. Peak minus basal pressure differences were not significantly different among periods. Because of the increase in contraction frequency during exercise in the absence of a significantly different time pressure integral of a contraction, the total time pressure integral was significantly higher during the exercise period than at rest or during recovery.

**Comment**

Our aim was to describe the physiologic responses of FHR and uterine contractility to moderately strenuous maternal exercise. Because the response to exercise may vary with the type, intensity, and duration of exercise, we controlled for these variables in accordance with the recommendations of the American College of Obstetricians
and gynecologists' and imposed cycle exercise at a target heart rate of 140 beats/min, which corresponds to approximately 70% V̇O₂max, for 20 minutes, including warming up. Recently, less restrictive American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists recommendations have been published. The results from our study should not be extrapolated beyond the limits that we set out (i.e., not to women who are less advanced in their pregnancy or to women who perform exercise of a different type or at a more strenuous level).

In an attempt to differentiate between healthy and compromised fetuses on the basis of the heart rate pattern, Fischer et al. described a score based on five criteria with 0 to 2 points each, which add up to a total score between 0 and 10 points. To limit the effect of the large interobserver and intraobserver variation in the interpretation of scoring cardiotocograms, we used the median value of the subscores assigned by three experienced observers to describe each period in each volunteer. Only in one of the 26 cases did we observe an FHR pattern during the exercise that could suggest fetal hypoxemia in a fetus that was born in good health 3 hours later. We did not observe a single case of fetal bradycardia during exercise or recovery. As mentioned in the introduction, some of the observations of fetal bradycardia during exercise reported in the literature may have resulted from artifact or from incorrect nomenclature. It seems unlikely that the absence of fetal bradycardia in our study, in contrast to others, could have resulted from differences in the duration or intensity of exercise.

Many women report that they feel their baby moving less when they exercise. This could indicate either a real change in fetal movements or a subjective impression. To the best of our knowledge, fetal behavioral states have not been studied in relation to maternal exercise. Heart rate patterns A to D describe the fetal behavioral state rather than the state of well-being per se. In accordance with Nijhuis et al., we observed predominantly patterns A (27%) and B (50%) at rest. In spite of the significant increase during exercise in the number of fetuses without heart rate accelerations, the changes in FHR patterns occurred in an apparently random order, as shown in Fig. 2. During exercise the dominant heart rate patterns remained A (35%) and B (54%), corresponding with behavioral states 1F and 2F. This suggests that the changes in fetal movements that women may experience during exercise do not reflect a consistent change in the fetal behavioral pattern but rather a subjective impression. This impression may be caused by distraction or by increased awareness of fetal quiescence as an otherwise normal state change.

Some women report an increase in the number of uterine contractions during physical exercise. Again, this may indicate either a true increase in uterine contractility or a subjective impression. External tocodynamometry has been used to study uterine contractility during and after exercise. It was reported that during cycling 50% of women had uterine contractions, but, because uterine activity at rest was not mentioned, the extent to which the exercise affected myometrial activity cannot be derived from this study. During recovery from exercise uterine activity was reported unchanged compared with the control period at rest. However, our study shows that with regard to uterine contractility the recovery period is not representative of the exercise period itself. We found that the peak minus basal pressure difference was unaffected by exercise, so that the intensity of uterine contractions was unaltered by the physical activity. Uterine contractility during exercise at term was increased as a result of a 5.5-fold higher frequency of contractions, associated with a fourfold higher time-pressure integral. During recovery the contraction frequency was still 1.5-fold higher than in the control period. The slightly increased number of contractions during the recovery period may have resulted from the preceding exercise, but it could also be caused by the rupture of the membranes 40 to 60 minutes earlier.

The mechanisms that cause the increase in uterine contractility during the exercise period and restrict it largely to that period are unknown. It might be speculated that some hormonal mechanism may be the cause, but mechanical stimulation of the uterus during movement might also explain the sudden onset and end of uterine contractions during exercise. Our data confirm the impression that exercise indeed increases uterine contractility. However, the results of this study should not be extrapolated to women in whom the uterus is less likely to respond to various stimuli than in our study in term pregnant women admitted for elective induction of labor with a ripe cervix (i.e., to preterm women with an unripe cervix).
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